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Vijaykumar k. Joshi,                                                                   

20/6 Amardeep society,  

Maneklal road, 

Navsari 396445 

Mo.no. 09624481777 

             08780384740 

vjoshi19697@rediffmail.com 

joshiv417@gmail.com 

Curriculum vitae 

Application for the post of ;- ( STORE DEPT ) Asst. Store Manager 

Career objective: - obtain a position as manager in warehouse department to utilize my skill and 
experience to achieve organization GOAL with values of company to serve humanity and chase to 

self GOAL with constantly growth along with organization. 

Career summary: - A trained, educated and experience professional qualified with 22 years 
experience in warehouse department of reputed Pharmaceutical & Chemical, Pesticides Organization 

Handling Warehouse with leadership and ownership skills from last 22 years. Expert to handle all 

activities of RM / PM Warehouse under fully computerized environment with varies soft ware’s like; 

SAP ERP, and other online systems Experience to successfully faced audit of cGMP ISO, Kenya, 
Ethiopia regulator authorities and consultant audits. 

Career history with employers :  
 

1 Heranba Industries limited :-  Currently working with M/s Heranba  ind. limited, Vapi   as 

Asst. Store Manager from  jan-2017 to till date. Heranba Approvals ISO Company. 
2 Zota Health Care Limited: Worked with M/s Zota Health care limited Sachin Surat (SEZ) 

as Asst Store Manager from October-2012 to Dec.2016 Zota has a wide global footprint 

and it has gained strong reputation in market. Surat plant having one manufacturing units 

to manufacture of formulation. 
3 Heranba Industries limited: Worked with M/s Heranba industry limited, Vapi as a store 

and excises and logistic executive department in Agrochemical Company from January, 

2007 to January, 2010. And May, 2011 to July, 2012. Company approvals: ISO. The 
company is a leading export in more than 20 countries with domestic markets. 

4 Valson Industries Limited: Worked with M/s Valson industries limited, Vapi as a store in 

charge department. Have one year experience as a store in charge a company of yarn and 
dyeing. 

5 S. Vinodkumar Diamonds Pvt. Ltd.: Worked with M/s S. Vinodkumar Diamonds Pvt. 

Ltd. Surat as a store keeper. Have one year experience as a store keeper a company of 

diamonds. From August, 2005 to December, 2006: Company approval: D.T.C. 
sightholder diamond trading company. 

6 Meridian Enterprise Pvt. Ltd (Pharmaceutical): Worked in Navsari located plant from 

September, 1997 to September, 2004. Have seven year experience as a store in charge in 
raw material and packing material department: Company approvals: GMP and WHO 
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7 Flexpro Electrical Pvt. Ltd: Worked in Navsari located plant from November, 1996 to 
Septmber, 1997. Have one year experience as a store keeper all electrical material and 

packing material department. 

8  Guffic Limited (Pharmaceutical): Worked in Navsari located plant from March, 1995 to 

July, 1996. Have one and a half year experience as a assistant store keeper all packing 
material department. Company approvals: GMP and WHO. 
 

Key areas and control function: 

 Receiving: Monitoring of daily receipt of raw materials, packing materials, consumable 

materials, chemicals and stationary items. Timely GRN. Documentations, labeling and 
storage of materials as per storage condition. Highlights discrepancies and get resolve if 

found in consignments. Follow ups and reports of pending GRNs on daily basis. 

 Dispensing: Booth wise proper planning to timely dispensing of RM/PM as per daily 

production plan. Monitoring to per and post dispensing activities like BMR, BPR, batch 
determination, calculation part, material arrangement, line clearance, posting, booth cleaning 

and proper documentation etc. to fulfill production requirement without fail. 

 Inventory control and reconciliation: Control on inventory through SAP MM and ERP, 

wind modules. Monitor to stock verification on quarterly basis to avoid any shortage/ excess 

during stock audit. Complete reconciliation at end of stock of found any mismatch in quantity 
during dispensing or stock verification. 

 Document control & audit preparation: Handling of change control, deviations, SOP and 

other notification through QAMS system. Verify E-logs, manual logbooks, training records, 

discrepancy reports. Rejection/online rejection reports and daily department activity 
documents to control data integrity to make work more and more productivity and effective. 

Monitoring to update area cleaning to keep ready in order to avoid any non- compliance in 

any surprise audit in organization or any internal and external audits. 

 Reject/ expire & slow/ non moving inventory: Responsible for constantly follow-up for 
disposal decision on rejected material with purchase department for return to vendor or 

insurance claim. Planning to salvage of slow/ non moving inventory like transfer to other 

units, salvage or dispose off within plant to remove from inventory. Strong follow-up with 

PPC, purchase, custom, QA and account department for disposal decision on every quarter of 
years. 

 Schedule  & planning: proper planning to utilization of man power in area as per priority of 

work on daily basis and control to shift schedule on weekly basis to smoothly operate 

department’s nonstop dispensing activities. 

 Transfer of materials: Performing material transfer activity from warehouse as per 
requirement like code to code transfer, transfer to other storage location, and transfer to other 

plant, transfer between warehouse against STO or return back to vendor if rejected, in 

warehouse duty and transportation arrangement as per material storage condition. 

 Optimum inventory of local purchase: Maintained the minimum inventory and re-order 

level of consumable, stationary, engineering items and ancillary items. Raises purchase 
requisitions, call to vendors to quote, completion of bargaining part, purchase order to vendor 

and follow-up to delivery material on time in order to avoid any break down in process. 

 Buddy, training & job description: As a certified buddy helping to new joiners for basic 

requirements to stable in organization and always ready to motivate them time to time as a 
certified trainer responsible to create/ change group and assign job description. Responsible to 

provide induction training to new joiners and other training sessions to team members. 

 Agreements, billing &AMC: Insure to all type of contract agreements including 

transportation agreements and AMC of departmental equipments and machines to smooth 
operations of department. Responsible for arrangements of vehicles for dispatch of material 

and ensure to clearance of bills from account departments. Also check and ensure to AMC of 

departmental equipments. 
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 Transfer all stock related information 

 C & F contact details and terms of association 

 Indent and roll over plan wise dispatch 

 Daily transport contact and marketing and sale term contact 

 Monthly stock statement  

Strengths: 

 Logical thinking 

 Positive attitude 

 Smart working 

 Team building 

 Effective communication 

Hobbies and interest: 

 Listening music 

 Active on social media 

 Watching  news 
 Reading books 

Education and certificates: 

 T.Y. B.Com. Not appeared 

 Second year B. Com. Passed 

 Higher secondary from Board of Gujarat 
 Higher School from Board of Gujarat 

Personal skills: 

 Comprehensive problem solving 

 Willingness to learn new ideas 
 Strong motivation power 
 N.C.C. “B” certificate pass 

Personal details: 

 Name:                Vijaykumar K. Joshi 

 Father’s name:  Kanaiyalal M. Joshi 

 Date of birth:     26/07/1969 

 Gender:              Male 

 Marital status:   Married 

 Mobile number:  9624481777 & 8780384740 

E-mail address: 

 vjoshi19697@rediffmail.com 
 joshiv417@gmail.com 

Declaration: I hereby declare that the information given above is true to the best of my knowledge 
and bear the responsibility for the correctness of the above mentioned particulars. 

Place: Navsari                                                                                                

Vijay K. Joshi 
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